Why the Constitution’s
“Convention for Proposing Amendments”
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Introduction1
The past four years have witnessed a
Advocates believe a convention for
surge in state legislative applications2 for
proposing amendments is necessary to
the first “convention for proposing
address dysfunctions in the national
amendments” pursuant to Article V of the
Constitution. Article V requires that any
government.
amendment be ratified by the legislatures
or conventions in three-fourths of the
states (now 38 of 50). Before ratification, however, an amendment must be proposed.
The text of Article V pertaining to proposal of amendments reads as follows:
The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall
propose Amendments to this Constitution, or, on the Application of the
Legislatures of two thirds of the several States, shall call a Convention for
proposing Amendments, which, in either Case, shall be valid to all Intents and
Purposes, as Part of this Constitution, when ratified . ...3
Advocates believe a convention is necessary to address dysfunctions in the national government.
Some promote agendas identifiable with the political left,4 while others favor agendas identified
with the political right.5 Still others promote reforms traditionally enjoying broad multi-partisan
support.6
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Activists opposing an amendments convention have reacted by lobbying7 and placing opinion
articles in national media outlets.8 Their substantive case is largely a restatement of anticonvention arguments refined by academics and publicists during the 1960s and 1970s.9 Those
arguments emphasize real and alleged uncertainties about the convention process, including the
claim that the protocols and composition of an amendments convention are unknown.10
A problem for opponents—and a corresponding encouragement for advocates—is that since the
1970s a substantial body of academic research has resolved many of the former uncertainties. In
particular, that research has enabled us to recapture the constitutional meaning of the phrase
“Convention for proposing Amendments.”11 This Policy Brief explains the nature of the
convention and collects the evidence for its conclusions.12
This Policy Brief is divided into six parts
and a conclusion. Part 1 discusses the U.S.
Supreme Court’s only pronouncement on
the nature of amendments conventions.
Part 2 explains why the Constitution does
not detail the protocol for such gatherings.
Part 3 explains the background history of
interstate conventions from the viewpoint of the Constitution’s ratifiers. Part 4 collects
ratification-era documents expressly describing an amendments convention as a convention of
the states. Part 5 collects ratification era descriptions of the process that necessarily imply a
“convention of the states” model. Part 6 shows how that model fits within the wider
constitutional design. After briefly summarizing the evidence, the conclusion responds to
concerns that the convention of states model may not be acceptable to the modern American
public.

Activists opposing an amendments
convention have reacted by lobbying and
placing opinion articles in national media
outlets.

1. Smith v. Union Bank
In 1831, the Supreme Court decided a choice of law case13 titled Smith v. Union Bank.14 The
principal issue was whether Maryland’s priority rules or Virginia’s priority rules governed
distribution of a debt payable in the District of Columbia (which followed Maryland law) and
owed to a District of Columbia creditor by a deceased debtor whose home had been in Virginia.
It was a difficult case, with compelling and learned arguments, as well as considerations of
interstate comity, pressed by both sides. In deciding that Maryland law governed, Justice
William Johnson, who delivered the opinion of the Court, acknowledged some might favor the
alternative result. However, he wrote, “[w]hether it would or would not be politic to establish a
different rule by a convention of the states, under constitutional sanction, is not a question for our
consideration.”15
Legal writers speculating on the composition of a convention for proposing amendments almost
universally have ignored Union Bank.16 Yet the case is one of the Supreme Court’s few allusions
to the subject, and the only one relevant to the nature of such a convention.17 Moreover, the
decision cannot be dismissed as the product of a Southern justice infected by the then-current
epidemic of nullification fever.18 Although Johnson was a Southerner, he also was a competent
jurist who firmly opposed John C. Calhoun’s nullification/convention theories. In fact, Johnson
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generally took an expansive view of federal power, particularly the Commerce Power.19
Johnson’s Union Bank pronouncement represented the views of all of his colleagues except
Justice Henry Baldwin, who dissented without opinion. One of those in agreement with Johnson
was Chief Justice John Marshall, who as a young Richmond, Virginia lawyer had played a
central role in expounding and defending the Constitution at his state’s ratifying convention.20
Another concurring justice was Joseph Story, Harvard law professor and constitutional
commentator par excellence. Neither Marshall nor Story had any reason for inventing, or even
advertising, amendment prerogatives for the states. On the contrary, like Johnson, they had
reputations for favoring federal prerogatives over those of the states.
So it is fair to infer that when Johnson
described a convention for proposing
amendments as a “convention of the
states,” his description reflected the
common understanding at the time among
those knowledgeable about the
Constitution.21 We certainly can infer this
was the understanding of Marshall, since
he joined the opinion.

A substantial body of uncontradicted
evidence arising before and during the
ratification debates confirms the Supreme
Court’s description of an amendments
convention.

John Marshall had been intimately involved in debates over the Constitution’s meaning during
the ratification era (1787–90): He was one of the document’s chief defenders at the Virginia
ratifying convention. Of course, his 1831 views on the amendment process could have been
different than they were in 1788—but there is absolutely no evidence that they were.
Fortunately, we need not speculate about what Marshall or any other ratifier thought about the
subject at the time of ratification. As this Policy Brief shows, a substantial body of
uncontradicted evidence arising before and during the ratification debates confirms the Supreme
Court’s description of an amendments convention.

2. Why the Constitution Does Not Explain the
Convention for Proposing Amendments in Greater Detail
Some modern commentators have drawn unwarranted conclusions from the failure of the
Constitution and the records of the framing to specify the composition and protocols of
amendments conventions. They observe that James Madison asked his colleagues what the
composition and protocols would be, but the records do not report a response.22 Largely on this
basis, they contend an amendments convention’s composition is a “mystery,”23 presumably to be
resolved by Congress.24
There are at least two problems in assuming the meaning of a term is a “mystery” merely
because the Constitution and the drafters’ records do not specifically define it. First, our records
of the Constitutional Convention are incomplete, and the term may have been explained without
the explanation being preserved. In this instance, Madison’s colleagues seem to have thought his
questions were answered adequately, because they voted overwhelmingly for the final
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language.25 Nor did Madison himself press the issue. His ratification-era writings suggest his
questions had been resolved to his satisfaction.26
Second, no competent investigator limits his investigation to the constitutional text and the
convention records. The Constitution contains many terms undefined by either the instrument or
the records. Usually the reason a term is undefined is that it was so well understood there was no
need to explain it.27 Illustrative are phrases such as “the writ of habeas corpus,”28 “original
jurisdiction,”29 and “trial by jury.”30
For example, the Constitution does not
define the composition and rules
governing a common law trial jury. Yet
jury composition and basic protocols are
not therefore a “mystery.” Founding era
records tell us everyone understood a
common law trial jury to consist of 12
citizens with equal votes and unanimity required for a verdict.31 The Constitution and the records
of the framing do not inform us of that, but other contemporaneous sources do.

Just as the composition and protocols of a
trial jury were widely understood, so also
were the composition and protocols of
conventions.

Just as the composition and protocols of a trial jury were widely understood, so also were the
composition and protocols of conventions. In-state conventions—or in the Constitution’s
language, “Conventions ... in [the states]”32—were elected bodies in which majority per-capita
voting was the rule of decision. Interstate conventions, such as the Constitution’s “Convention
for proposing Amendments,” was a “convention of the states.” This term was applied exclusively
to an assembly of delegations authorized by legislative authority, meeting in sovereign equality,
under a rule of decision by the greater number of states present and voting.

3. Intergovernmental Conventions Before the Constitution’s
Ratification
Before Independence, British North Americans lived in a string of colonies along the Atlantic
coast. Those colonies often addressed common problems by sending official representatives to
consult with each other.33 Sometimes these consultations were bilateral; sometimes they were
conferences that included three or more colonies. Occasionally, other sovereignties, such as
Indian tribes34 or the British Crown,35 participated. The representatives to such conferences
usually were called commissioners,36 but at times they also were labeled delegates and deputies.
The proceedings imitated international practice, and the commissioners were essentially
diplomats.
To trigger a multilateral conference, a colonial official or legislature would issue to two or more
other colonies an invitation known as an application or call.37 The call invited colonies convene
at a particular place and time to address issues identified in the call.
Each invited colony decided whether to accept the invitation and, if so, whom to select as its
commissioners to form its delegation or “committee.”38 Each colony also decided the scope of
the commissioners’ authority in documents called commissions, credentials, and instructions.
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Once convened, the conference elected its officers and, if circumstances rendered it advisable,
adopted formal rules. Each colony received one vote.39 These conferences were always time
limited: They met, addressed the issues assigned by the call, issued a formal report containing
any proposals winning majority support among the represented states, and adjourned sine die.
During the century before Independence, such conferences were common. We have records of at
least 22 of them.40
The Declaration of Independence
The Declaration of Independence
converted the colonies into states, but
converted the colonies into states, but
even the presence of a permanent
even the presence of a permanent
Continental Congress did not alter the
practice of holding inter-governmental
Continental Congress did not alter the
conclaves. In fact, the frequency
practice of holding inter-governmental
increased: In the 11 years between 1776
conclaves.
and 1787, interstate conferences met, on
average, annually.41 Others were called
but did not materialize.42 Individual states issued most of the invitations, Congress issued a few,
and on some occasions prior conferences called later ones.43
These meetings were known by any of four synonyms, and people favoring periphrasis might use
more than one synonym to describe the same gathering.44 Before 1775, they were commonly
labeled “congresses,” in imitation of congresses of diplomats from sovereign governments.
Occasionally, they were referred to as “councils”45 or “committees.” The latter usage must not be
confused with the “committees” (delegations) representing individual governments at a particular
gathering.
Still another synonym was convention. The word appears to have been a popular alternative to
“congress” from the beginning, but after 1775 it became the prevailing designation, presumably
to avoid confusion with the Second Continental Congress.46 This helps explain the framers’
choice of that term for Article V.
Both before and after Independence, most convention calls invited only colonies or states within
a particular geographic region: A call might summon the (then) four New England states, or the
New England states and New York, or states in the mid-Atlantic region. These gatherings were
partial conventions. On other occasions, both before and after 1776, the call invited all states, or
at least states from all regions. These were general conventions.47 General conventions were held
in 1754, 1765, 1774, 1780, 1786, and, of course, in 1787.48 During the debates over the
Constitution, there was agreement among both Federalists49 and Antifederalists50 that a
convention for proposing amendments would be a general convention.
Just as there were well-recognized synonyms for interstate meetings, there were accepted
synonyms for the partial and general subcategories. A regional gathering might be described as a
“Convention of Commissioners from the States of [naming states]”51 or “the Convention of
Delegates from the four eastern states,”52 or a “convention of committees from the states of
[named states].”53 A general conclave might be referred to as a “convention of delegates from all
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the states,”54 a “federal convention,”55 a “convention of the United States,”56 or a convention of
“such commissioners as may be appointed by the ... States.”57 However, the most common
designation for a general convention probably was the phrase convention of the states.58 For
example, the 1787 Constitutional Convention was labeled a convention of the states both in
official59 and unofficial60 documents.
The use of words such as “federal” and “states” distinguished interstate meetings from the
directly elected, popular conventions operating solely within a state’s boundaries, such as “the
convention of South Carolina”61 or a ratifying “Convention of the People.”62
The protocols for partial and general conventions were precisely the same. They were called,
empowered, commissioned, instructed, convened, and conducted in much the same manner,
although the size of the assembly might determine such details as to whether written rules were
necessary.
The scope of the problems assigned to
these gatherings varied greatly. The
convention of the New England states
meeting in Providence, Rhode Island in
1781 assembled only to plan war supply
for New England for a single year.63 The
general convention held in Philadelphia in
1780 received the much broader
assignment of addressing wartime inflation.64 The general convention held in Philadelphia in
1787 received the even more daunting task of recommending measures to “render the Foederal
Constitution [i.e., the political system] adequate for the Exigencies of the Union.”65

The frequency with which conventions of
colonies and states met—on average,
every three or four years—rendered them
a very familiar part of American political
life.

The frequency with which conventions of colonies and states met—on average, every three or
four years—rendered them a very familiar part of American political life. Leading founders
became acquainted with them by serving in Congress or in the state legislatures, or in the
conventions themselves. When Roger Sherman of Connecticut represented his state in
Philadelphia in 1787, he was attending his fifth convention of states. Sherman was but one of at
least 18 framers who were veterans of such service.66
Thus, the historical record tells us (1) an amendments convention was to be a general
convention, (2) general conventions were always understood to be “conventions of the states,”
and (3) a convention of the states was a meeting of state delegations in conditions of sovereign
equality. From these facts, we can deduce the phrase “Convention for proposing Amendments”
signified a meeting of state delegations under conditions of sovereign equality.
As Part 4 demonstrates, however, there is no need to resort to deduction. Records from the
ratification era relieve us of the effort.
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4. The Ratification Era: Direct Descriptions of the Convention for
Proposing Amendments as a “Convention of the States”
The ratification era was the period from September 17, 1787, when the Constitution was signed,
to May 29, 1790, when the 13th state, Rhode Island, ratified the document.67 This Part 4 collects
ratification-era records that inform us explicitly that a convention for proposing amendments was
to be a convention of the states. Significantly, most of these records represent more than the
opinions of individuals. Rather, they are official documents, or statements in official settings,
that reflect public consensus on the “convention of the states” designation, even if they arose out
of disagreement on other issues.
In January 1788, the South Carolina
This Part 4 collects ratification-era
legislature debated whether to send the
records that inform us explicitly that a
Constitution to a ratifying convention.
convention for proposing amendments
Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, who had
served as a delegate in Philadelphia, was
was to be a convention of the states.
among the Constitution’s defenders.
When responding to questions as to why
the Constitution did not protect jury trial in civil cases, he answered that juries should be
dispensed with in some kinds of civil cases. If the Constitution had contained such a civil jury
requirement, he said, “[I]t could only be altered by a convention of the different states.”68
When the North Carolina ratifying convention met in July 1788, Governor Samuel Johnson
warned that if his state remained out of the union, it would not be able to participate in an
amendments convention. Antifederalist Willie Jones responded, “I assert the contrary; and that,
whenever a convention of states is called, North Carolina will be called upon like the rest.”69
Jones was almost certainly in error about whether a state outside the union could attend an
amendments convention. However, language in a committee report adopted by the full ratifying
convention reveals agreement as to its composition. The report favored laying amendments
before “the convention of the states that shall or may be called for the purpose of amending the
said Constitution.”70
On July 28, 1788, in response to a request from the New York ratifying convention, Governor
George Clinton (who had chaired the gathering) sent a circular letter to the executives of other
states.71 The letter expressed a desire for amendments and requested that other states make
application for a new general convention because “it is essential that an application for the
purpose should be made to [Congress] by two thirds of the states.”72 One of the drafts on which
the final version of the letter was based stated it was preferable for amendments to be offered by
a general convention rather than by Congress, in part because “on such an occasion the states
would depute men in whose ability & dispositions ... they could repose the fullest confidence.”73
Partly in response to Clinton’s circular letter, on November 14, 1788, the Virginia legislature
adopted the first Article V application ever submitted. The Virginia application employed both
the phrase “convention of the States” and one of its recognized variants:
Happily for their wishes, the Constitution had presented the alternative, by
admitting the submission to a convention of the States . ...
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We do, therefore, in behalf of our constituents, in the most earnest and solemn
manner, make this application to Congress, that a convention be immediately
called, of deputies from the several States, with full power to take into their
consideration the defects of this Constitution that have been suggested by the
State Conventions, and report such amendments thereto as they shall find best
suited to promote our common interests. ...74
The Rhode Island legislature could not formally apply for an amendments convention, because
that state had not yet joined the Union. Nevertheless, the state’s lawmakers resolved to consult
the state’s voters on the question of amendments by sending the New York circular letter to all
Rhode Island towns.75 The legislature’s resolution described the proposed gathering as a “general
convention of the states” and asked whether Rhode Island should “meet in convention with the
state of New York, and such other states as shall appoint the same.”76
Less than a month after Rhode Island
submitted the convention issue to the
state’s electorate, a related issue arose in
the North Carolina legislature. On
November, 21, 1788, the state house of
commons received back with senate
approval “the resolution of this House for
appointing five persons by ballot to represent this State in a Convention of the States, should one
be called.”77

Rhode Island’s lawmakers resolved to
consult the state’s voters on the question
of amendments by sending the New York
circular letter to all Rhode Island’s towns.

Back in Virginia, the state legislature soon dispatched notice of its application to Clinton of New
York, and its letter was read in the New York legislature on November 20. When designating an
amendments convention, Virginia’s letter also employed the term “Convention of the States.”78
On February 4, 1789, the New York Assembly debated a proposed application. Two lawmakers
referred to an amendments convention explicitly as a “convention of the states.” One was
Samuel Jones, formerly a moderate Antifederalist in the New York ratifying convention,79 and
the other was John Lansing, Jr.,80 who had served as one of his state’s delegates to the
Constitutional Convention.
The following day, the New York legislature adopted its application. It employed a synonym for
a convention of the states employed by Virginia:
The People of the State of New York having ratified the Constitution ... in the
fullest confidence of obtaining a revision of the said Constitution by a General
Convention ... In compliance, therefore, with the unanimous sense of the
Convention of this State, who all united in opinion that such a revision was
necessary to recommend the said Constitution ... we, the Legislature of the State
of New York DO, ... make this application to Congress, that a Convention of
Deputies from the several States be called as early as possible ...81
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The Pennsylvania legislature was firmly set against an amendments convention but used the
same terms to describe it. On March 5, 1789, the Pennsylvania legislature defeated a motion to
apply for “a convention of deputies from the several states.”82 Later that day, lawmakers passed a
resolution declining to apply:
Resolved, That his Excellency the President [i.e., of Pennsylvania, then Thomas
Mifflin] be requested to assure his Excellency Governor Randolph, that,
accustomed to sentiments of the highest respect and deference for the legislature
of Virginia, it must ever be [pain?] ful to the House, when obliged to dissent from
the opinion of that Assembly upon any point of common concern to the two
states, as members of the union; and particularly, on a measure of such
importance as the one proposed, the calling of a convention of the states for
amending the constitution, the necessity of which they are not able to discern,
though it is so apparent to and so earnestly insisted on by that legislature.
That though it is possible this constitution may not be a system exempt, in all its
parts, from error, yet the House do not perceive it wanting in any of those
fundamental principles, which are calculated to insure the liberties of their
country ... That under such forcible impressions, the House cannot, consistently
with the special duty they owe to the good people of this state, or with the
affection, which, in the enlarged spirit of patriotism, they bear to the citizens of
the United States at large, concur with the Legislature of Virginia in their
proposed application to Congress, for calling a Convention of the states for the
above mentioned purpose.83
To summarize: Within a few months amid
the ratification debates, five states in
different regions of the country—three in
favor, one against, and one neutral—
issued seven official documents
identifying an amendments convention as
a convention of the states. This is in
addition to several usages of lesser
standing. I have been unable to find any
document suggesting any other formulation.

Within a few months amid the ratification
debates, five states in different regions of
the country—three in favor, one against,
and one neutral—issued seven official
documents identifying an amendments
convention as a convention of the states.

V. The Ratification Era: Indirect Evidence that the Convention for
Proposing Amendments Is a Convention of the States
During the ratification debates, Federalists frequently sought to reassure the public by pointing
out that if the Constitution proved abusive or dysfunctional in practice, state legislatures and
conventions could secure amendments. A fair number of those statements make sense only if one
assumes an amendments convention is an agency of the state legislatures and defined by the
scope of legislative applications. If the gathering can be composed in any other way, then all
these statements—including some issued by Founders of the highest reputation for integrity—
were untrue and perhaps fraudulent.
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Let us begin with James Madison. In Federalist No. 43, Madison assured his readers that the
Constitution “equally enables the general and the State governments to originate the amendment
of errors, as they may be pointed out by the experience on one side, or on the other.”84 Congress,
of course, may “originate” amendments by proposing them; the only way for the states to be
“equally enable[d]” with Congress was for states to have power to propose. Since Article V
provides it is the convention that proposes, Madison’s observation make sense only if the
convention is an assembly of the states. This is not much of a leap, because all prior interstate
conventions had been assemblies of the participating states.

Madison assured his readers that the
Constitution “equally enables the general
and the State governments to originate the
amendment of errors, as they may be
pointed out by the experience on one side,
or on the other.”

A comment by another Federalist essayist,
writing as “Cassius,” buttresses this
interpretation. He wrote, “the states may
propose any alterations which they see fit,
and that Congress shall take measures for
having them carried into effect.”85 For the
states to propose, the convention must be
their agent.

Also corroborative is a remark by a Rhode Island Federalist employing the pseudonym “Solon,
Jr.” In urging his state to ratify, “Solon” explained Article V’s two procedures for proposing
amendments, and added:
[I]t is clear that the non-complying States can have no agency whatever in the
[amendment] business. They will not be represented on the floor of the New
Congress, and so cannot act in amendments originating with that body; nor can
they have a seat in any future Convention directed by that body, in which
amendments may originate ... 86
Note the distinction: States may be represented in Congress, but they have seats at the
convention.
Samuel Jones, the New York state legislator and ratifier, explained Article V this way:
The reason why there are two modes of obtaining amendments prescribed by the
constitution I suppose to be this—it could not be known to the framers of the
constitution, whether there was too much power given by it or too little; they
therefore prescribed a mode by which Congress might procure more, if in the
operation of the government it was found necessary; and they prescribed for the
states a mode of restraining the powers of the government, if upon trial it should
be found they had given too much.87
Alexander Contee Hanson, a Maryland judge who later served as that state’s chancellor,
expressed similar views.88
Of course, the states enjoy a “mode of restraining” the national government only if they control
the proposing convention.
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Before proceeding further, we need to address two competing numbers. The framers anticipated
an initial union of 13 states,89 and two-thirds of those were necessary to trigger a convention—
that is, nine. Three-fourths of the states were necessary to ratify—that is, ten. In alluding to state
power over the amendment process, participants on both sides of the ratification issue sometimes
used one number and sometimes the other. In April 1788 George Washington wrote that if the
Constitution were adopted, “a constitutional door is open for such amendments as shall be
thought necessary by nine States.”90 At the Massachusetts ratifying convention, Federalist
Charles Jarvis contended if the Constitution were ratified, “Nine states may insert amendments
into the Constitution; but if we reject it, the vote must be unanimous.”91 At the Maryland
ratifying convention Antifederalist Samuel Chase (subsequently a Supreme Court justice)
observed nine states were necessary to obtain amendments.92
Why “nine” instead of “ten?” This
The writings of Madison and Hamilton
repetition of “nine” suggests it was not an
were influential in the state ratifying
error. Rather, it was meant to underscore
conventions, but their complicated and
the power of the applying state
legislatures to determine the kind of
scholarly style limited their impact on the
amendments considered by the convention
general public.
and, because their state delegations would
constitute a majority on the convention
floor, their power to determine the convention’s output.
Alexander Hamilton recited both numbers while declaring firmly that the states could obtain any
amendments they wanted:
If, on the contrary, the Constitution proposed should once be ratified by all the
States as it stands, alterations in it may at any time be effected by nine States ...
whenever nine, or rather ten States, were united in the desire of a particular
amendment, that amendment must infallibly take place.93
The writings of Madison and Hamilton were influential in the state ratifying conventions, but
their complicated and scholarly style limited their impact on the general public. More accessible,
and perhaps more popular, were the essays of Tench Coxe,94 a Philadelphia businessman and
prolific Federalist. Coxe served in the Confederation Congress and represented his state at the
Annapolis Convention. After ratification he became Alexander Hamilton’s assistant in the
Treasury Department. In urging approval of the Constitution, he wrote:
The sovereign power of altering and amending the constitution ... does not lie with
this foederal legislature, whom some have erroneously apprehended to be
supreme—That power, which is truly and evidently the real point of sovereignty,
is vested in the several legislatures and [ratifying] conventions of the states,
chosen by the people respectively within them. The foederal government cannot
alter the constitution, but the representative bodies of the states, that is, their
legislatures and conventions, only can execute these acts of sovereign power.
From the foregoing circumstances results another reflection equally satisfactory
and important, which is, that ... the foederal legislature ... cannot prevent such
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wholesome alterations and amendments as are now desired, or which experience
may hereafter suggest. Let us suppose any one or more alterations to be in
contemplation by the people at large, or by the state legislatures. If two thirds of
those legislatures require it, Congress must call a general convention, even though
they dislike the proposed amendments, and if three fourths of the state legislatures
or conventions approve such amendments, they become an actual and binding
part of the constitution, without any possible interference of Congress. If then ...
the foederal government should prove dangerous, it seems the members of the
confederacy will have a full and uncontroulable power to alter its nature, and
render it completely safe and useful.95
Coxe made a similar argument in another essay as well.96
Again, all of the statements surveyed in this Part 5—by Madison, Washington, Hamilton, Coxe,
and the rest—are consistent only with the convention of states model, staffed by the state
legislatures with delegations of equal power, where the commissioners, however free to negotiate
and compromise, ultimately are subject to state legislative instruction.
In other words, a convention for proposing amendments was to be the same sort of general
convention that had universally prevailed in America for over a century.

6. How the Convention of States Model Fits Within
the Constitutional Scheme
A final reason for concluding an amendments convention is a convention of the states is this: The
state-based model fits well into the Constitution’s overall structure.
Some commentators have denied this.
During the 1960s and 1970s, when law
professors were perfecting the arguments
still deployed against the convention
process, they maintained that for state
legislatures to fashion proposed
amendments would be to revert to the old
system of the Confederation—a reversion
necessarily inconsistent with the Constitution’s “national” scheme. Professor Walter Dellinger,
for example, maintained it violates the framers’ design to permit state legislatures to control the
content of a proposed amendment.97 Professor William Swindler likewise asserted state
legislatures were not proper parties to any amendments that might reduce federal power.98

A final reason for concluding an
amendments convention is a convention
of the states is this: The state-based model
fits well into the Constitution’s overall
structure.

Swindler went even farther. He claimed the convention method of proposal was merely a
“transitional safeguard” to be disregarded “once the constitutional system was demonstrably
operative.”99 In other words, he claimed the convention procedure should be read out of the
Constitution entirely.100
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Of course, there is no textual basis for Swindler’s assertion that the convention mechanism was
temporary. Moreover, as we have seen, the Ratification-Era record is flatly inconsistent with the
Dellinger-Swindler conclusions. On the contrary, assuring the state legislatures power to check
the national government was a principal reason for the convention procedure.101
Nor was the convention method just a discordant confederal concession to necessity. It was a
harmonious part of the overall design—not despite its confederation heritage102 but precisely
because of it.
The Constitution is, in Madison’s words,
Article V’s application-and-convention
only “partly national.” It also is “partly
103
process is merely a component of one of
federal.” When translated from
many constitutional couplets. As such, it
eighteenth century to twenty-first century
English, this means the Constitution is
is fully consistent with the constitutional
partially unitary and popular, and partially
design.
confederal.104 Elements of the confederal
approach not only survive in the
Constitution, they comprise a significant portion of the fabric. During the ratification debates,
Federalists emphasized aspects of continuity with the Articles as well as differences.105
As Madison pointed out, the national/federal amalgam is particularly evident in Article V.106
However, it pervades the entire document. One aspect of the amalgam is the Constitution’s
“pairing” feature. Couplets appear throughout the instrument in which one element of the couplet
is entirely or mostly “national,” while the other is entirely or mostly “federal.”
Different couplets serve different, but often overlapping, functions. Some divide power and
responsibility. For example, Congress may regulate congressional elections,107 but presidential
elections are (supposed to be) regulated by the states.108 The couplets may contain mutual
checks, such as the complementary roles of the president and Senate in exercising the treaty
power,109 and of the House of Representatives and Senate in enacting legislation.110 Most
significantly for our purposes, couplets may provide alternative routes to the same result: When
the primarily national Electoral College fails to elect a president, the selection defaults to the
primarily federal procedure of election by the House of Representatives on the basis of one
state/one vote.111 When the “federal” approach of local law enforcement fails, the alternative is
transfer of the state militia to central control112 and national intervention via the Guarantee
Clause.113
Article V contains at least two couplets offering alternative paths to the same results:
(1) ratification by state legislatures (seen as leaning “federal”) or ratification by state conventions
(more “national” in the sense of popular) and (2) proposal by the mostly national Congress or
proposal by a convention of the states through a mostly federal procedure.114
In other words, Article V’s application-and-convention process is merely a component of one of
many constitutional couplets. As such, it is fully consistent with the constitutional design.
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Conclusion (With Some Political Observations)
A convention for proposing amendments is a convention of the states. That conclusion is
supported by history previous to the Constitution’s ratification, by numerous explicit and implicit
statements from the Ratification Era, and by the constitutional design.
This Policy Brief is an exposition of constitutional meaning rather than a political essay.
Nevertheless, I would like to react to a political concern. Political scientist John R. Vile fears the
convention of states model reduces the chances of a convention being called because modern
Americans would find that model too undemocratic and thus likely to produce unpopular
amendments. He particularly fears the one state/one vote suffrage rule may deter larger states
from applying for a convention.115
Of course, the public accepts other
(con)federal constitutional provisions,
such as the allocation scheme of the
Senate. Would the public reject the same
allocation for an amendments convention?
It might, if the procedure permitted a bare
majority of the states representing a
minority of the population to impose amendments without further check. However, that is not
what Article V prescribes, and it is not even remotely likely the actual procedure will lead to
imposition of amendments conflicting with the popular will. The popular will is more likely to be
frustrated by continued inaction than by anything the convention might do. There are at least
seven reasons for these conclusions.

The popular will is more likely to be
frustrated by continued inaction than by
anything an amendments convention
might do.

First, to obtain a convention on a given topic requires approval by a constitutional minimum of
67 or 68 dispersed legislative chambers out of a total of 99.116 That seems a formidable
requirement, but the reality is more formidable still. Approval by 68 chambers in bicameral
legislatures is insufficient if even one of the 68 is a house in a state in which the other house has
demurred. Moreover, if 34 states apply on the same subject matter, but some applications include
terms entirely inconsistent with the rest, then presumably additional states will have to submit
consistent applications before Congress is obligated to call. In the real world, therefore, the
number of legislative chambers demanding a convention call on a discrete topic is likely to
number well into the 70s.
Although it is mathematically possible for all these legislative chambers to represent a minority
of the population, it is almost politically impossible for them do so. There are too many large and
small states on both sides of the red/blue divide and too many bicameral states in which the
legislative chambers have different interests and different majorities.
Second: In some states, a single powerful lawmaker can block an application favored by
majorities in both houses.117
Third: At the convention the rule of decision is a majority of all states attending, not merely a
majority of states applying. That majority must agree on more than a general concept. It must
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agree on an actual draft. A majority may favor a concept, but different majorities may oppose
any single instantiation of the concept. “The devil,” it is said, “is in the details.”
Fourth: One allegedly “undemocratic” aspect of the convention-of-states model is that most, if
not all, state legislatures will reserve selection of commissioners to themselves rather than
delegating it to the people by popular election. However, the public may see this as a good way
to appoint an assembly that is not a branch of general government but merely an ad hoc task
force. Commissioners selected by state lawmakers will be seasoned individuals who need no
schooling in parliamentary conduct and who understand not to waste time on unpopular
proposals with no chance of ratification.
Fifth: Even if a proposal should emerge
The ratification process is likely to
from this complicated process, at that
consume several years. There is almost no
stage it will be only a proposal.
risk of an unpopular measure being
Ratification requires approval by 38
states. That means approval by 75 or 76
stampeded into ratification without
legislative chambers out of 99. At this
popular support.
stage, too, the approving houses must be
allocated properly, and if Congress selects
the state legislative mode of ratification (as it almost always has) in some states a single powerful
lawmaker will be able to block ratification.
Sixth: Well in advance of the convention, the public will learn that the ratification process is
likely to consume several years. There is almost no risk of an unpopular measure being
stampeded into ratification without popular support. Indeed, to be successful in navigating such a
long process, it will need sustained super-majority support.
Seventh: However undemocratic some might believe the “one state/one vote” procedure to be,
there is no alternative both practical and publicly acceptable. The congressional paradigm
suggests allocation among states by House districts or by House districts-plus-Senators (as in the
Electoral College), but it is difficult to justify a drafting committee that large. Large size also
increases the odds of mob-like behavior. This is particularly true if delegates are directly elected,
without state legislative supervision, and in many cases without relevant experience. The
probable alternative to mob-like behavior is control concentrated in relatively few. In any event,
one can make a good argument that an assembly designed to bypass Congress should be selected
by a method different from that used to select Congress.
An alternative to congressional-style allocation is to apportion delegates by population but
reduce the number substantially—perhaps to eighty or one hundred. That procedure would
require drawing new districts. Less-populous states would have to be combined with other states
into single districts and more populous states would have to be divided. My use of the passive
voice begs these questions: Who decides the size of the convention? Who combines and divides
states? For that matter, who writes the election code? Congress? For a procedure designed to
bypass Congress?
Professor Vile worries large states will be deterred from applying for a convention in which they
will enjoy only sovereign equality. On the other hand, lawmakers in small states may be deterred
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from applying for a convention in which they will be lost in the mass. Moreover, state lawmakers
are now well aware that the amendments convention is supposed to be their agency,118 and they
will resist efforts to cut them out of the process. The results could be extensive litigation and
refusal to ratify anything the convention might propose.
The lack of acceptable alternatives was
the same hurdle the framers faced when
trying to create an allocation formula for
the Senate. All efforts to distribute
Senators among states by population or by
compromise formulae proved abortive,119
and the framers were left with interstate
equality. More recently, congressional bills to allocate delegates for prospective amendment
conventions120 may have represented “two decades of serious congressional consideration”121—
but none has ever come close to passing.

State lawmakers are now well aware that
the amendments convention is supposed
to be their agency, and they will resist
efforts to cut them out of the process.

So even if the founding era evidence were not clear that a convention for proposing amendments
is a convention of the states, that model probably would be our only realistic option.

###
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